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GIS Algorithms
There's a Map on My Lap!
Practical GIS
The Cat in the Hat introduces beginning readers to
maps–the different kinds (city, state, world,
topographic, temperature, terrain, etc.); their formats
(flat, globe, atlas, puzzle); the tools we use to read
them (symbols, scales, grids, compasses); and funny
facts about the places they show us (“Michigan looks
like a scarf and a mitten! Louisiana looks like a chair
you can sit in!”).

The Geography Coloring Book
This up-to-the-minute edition provides the latest in
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Digital Mapping,
Spatial Information Systems, and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), as well as comprehensive
coverage of the surveying techniques, operations,
and information professionals of every stripe need on
the job.

Geographic Information Systems:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications
An integrated approach that combines essential GIS
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background with a practical workbook on applying the
principles in ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1 Introducing
Geographic Information Systems with
ArcGISintegrates a broad introduction to GIS with a
software-specific workbook for Esri's ArcGIS. Where
most courses make do using two separate texts, one
covering GIS and another the software, this book
enables students and instructors to use a single text
with an integrated approach covering both in one
volume with a common vocabulary and instructional
style. This revised edition focuses on the latest
software updates—ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1. In addition
to its already successful coverage, the book allows
students to experience publishing maps on the
Internet through new exercises, and introduces the
idea of programming in the language Esri has chosen
for applications (i.e., Python). A DVD is packaged with
the book, as in prior editions, containing data for
working out all of the exercises. This complete, userfriendly coursebook: Is updated for the latest ArcGIS
releases—ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1 Introduces the central
concepts of GIS and topics needed to understand
spatial information analysis Provides a considerable
ability to operate important tools in ArcGIS
Demonstrates new capabilities of ArcGIS 10.0 and
10.1 Provides a basis for the advanced study of GIS
and the study of the newly emerging field of
GIScience Introducing Geographic Information
Systems with ArcGIS, Third Edition is the ideal guide
for undergraduate students taking courses such as
Introduction to GIS, Fundamentals of GIS, and
Introduction to ArcGIS Desktop. It is also an important
guide for professionals looking to update their skills
for ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1.
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GIS
The Geography Colouring Book provides a reference
book of facts regarding population, land size,
languages, religions, exports, climate, etc., plus
information about unique geographic features and
events of historic significance. Each section begins
with a plate containing a political map, a physical map
and regional maps. Through active participation by
colouring, the student can gain a broader
understanding of the material and retain more
information. The text also includes a new
Geographical Dictionary and covers the five nations
rising out of the former Yugoslavia. It aids in
recognizing countries by shape as well as location and
gaining a sense of the relative sizes of nations and
states *Each section begins with a plate containing a
political map, a physical map, and regional maps
*Through active participation, coloring the maps,
students gain a broader understanding of the material
and retain more information

Web GIS
From theory and fundamentals to the latest advances
in computational and experimental modal analysis,
this is the definitive, updated reference on structural
dynamics. This edition updates Professor Craig's
classic introduction to structural dynamics, which has
been an invaluable resource for practicing engineers
and a textbook for undergraduate and graduate
courses in vibrations and/or structural dynamics.
Along with comprehensive coverage of structural
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dynamics fundamentals, finite-element-based
computational methods, and dynamic testing
methods, this Second Edition includes new and
expanded coverage of computational methods, as
well as introductions to more advanced topics,
including experimental modal analysis and "active
structures." With a systematic approach, it presents
solution techniques that apply to various engineering
disciplines. It discusses single degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) systems, multiple degrees-of-freedom (MDOF)
systems, and continuous systems in depth; and
includes numeric evaluation of modes and frequency
of MDOF systems; direct integration methods for
dynamic response of SDOF systems and MDOF
systems; and component mode synthesis. Numerous
illustrative examples help engineers apply the
techniques and methods to challenges they face in
the real world. MATLAB(r) is extensively used
throughout the book, and many of the .m-files are
made available on the book's Web site. Fundamentals
of Structural Dynamics, Second Edition is an
indispensable reference and "refresher course" for
engineering professionals; and a textbook for seniors
or graduate students in mechanical engineering, civil
engineering, engineering mechanics, or aerospace
engineering.

A to Z GIS
Sustainability has been increasingly embraced as an
overarching policy goal, and communities have been
called to be active participants on the path towards
attaining a balance between fundamental human
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needs and ecological resilience. Community-based
organizations (CBOs) can benefit from using GIS in
building community assets and developing wellconceived sustainability initiatives, but GIS has not
yet been widely used for those purposes in CBOs. This
book illustrates how geographic information (such as
maps) can be useful in community development
drawing from service-learning GIS projects, and argue
that economic theories of sustainability and spatial
thinking can be of help in building sustainable
community. It also discusses the application of vehicle
routing problems for sustainable waste collection;
spatio-temporal visualization and analysis techniques
in GIS; GIS applications in modern crop protection;
role of geographic information system for water
quality evaluation; and the use of remote sensing and
GIS for groundwater potential mapping in crystalline
basement rocks.

Introductory Geographic Information
Systems
Geographic Information Systems or popularly known
as GIS has been developing it's roots since the role of
remote sensing has increased. It spreads it's branches
to civil engineering, geosciences, forestry, disaster
mitigation, ecology and environment and various
other fields. The book explains the concepts of GIS in
a simple language. Topics like development of GIS,
data structures, database concepts, map projections,
requirement of hardware and software for
implementing GIS, errors and removing errors,
advanced analysis are a few chapters to be named
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which find place in this book.

GIS Fundamentals
The aim of this textbook is to present Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) from a technological
perspective. Emphasis is given to the core of these
systems, which is the Geographic Database (GDB)
along with the corresponding Database Management
System (GDBMS). These two components are largely
responsible for the performance and efficiency of a
GIS. The fundamental methods and algorithms to
analyze the geographic data are also at the heart of
the debate.

Surveying: Theory and Practice
Assessment of Energy Sources Using GIS
This comprehensive look at GIS doesn't overwhelm
with details, equations, or computer codes. Instead
the author interweaves the ideas of geographic
inquiry and spatial discovery, inviting readers to join
in the excitement of discovery as it takes place within
the computerized world of the digital GIS databases.
After discussing spatial and mapping concepts, the
author sequentially addresses the components of GIS
systems. A final chapter spotlights the process of
designing and implementing a GIS system.

Learning Geospatial Analysis with
Python
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The first edition of Geographic Information Systems
and Science has taken the GIS textbook market by
storm, selling over 22,000 copies since publication. It
is the most current, authoritative and comprehensive
treatment of the field, that goes from fundamental
principles to the big picture. GISS 2e builds on the
success of the first edition: Completely revised with a
new five part structure: Foundations; Principles;
Techniques; Analysis; Management and Policy All new
personality boxes of current GIS practitioners New
chapters on Distributed GIS, Map Production,
Geovisualization, Modeling, and Managing GIS
Specific coverage of current hot topics: GIS and the
New World Order Security, health and well-Being
Digital differentiation in GIS consumption The core
organizing role of GIS in geography The greening of
GIS Grand challenges of GIS science Science and
explanation A new suite of instructor resources
including a companion website with an on-line lab
resource and personal student sullabus and a
cehensive Instructor’s Manual that maps the textbook
to various disciplines and levels of courses.

Introducing Geographic Information
Systems with ArcGIS
This best-selling non-technical, reader-friendly
introduction to GIS makes the complexity of this
rapidly growing high-tech field accessible to
beginners. It uses a “learn-by-seeing” approach that
features clear, simple explanations, an abundance of
illustrations and photos, and generic practice labs for
use with any GIS software. What Is a GIS? GIS's Roots
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in Cartography. Maps as Numbers. Getting the Map
into the Computer. What Is Where? Why Is It There?
Making Maps with GIS. How to Pick a GIS. GIS in
Action. The Future of GIS. For anyone interested in a
hands-on introduction to Geographic Information
Systems.

Seeing the Forest and the Trees
This updated edition includes the most recent terms
relating to constantly expanding computer and
internet technology. More than 3,200 terms and
definitions deal with: Practical guidance for business
software users Computer security, law, and ethics
Computer programming, with examples in several
computer languages Internet culture and latest
developments Previous editions of this user-friendly
book have proved especially helpful to readers who
feel intimidated by computer technicians' jargon. The
authors clarify technical terminology while keeping to
the highest standards of accuracy. One grateful
reader called this book the "Rosetta Stone" for
deciphering computer terms. Features many line
illustrations and tables.

GIS Tutorial One
This study guide meets a growing demand for
effective GIS training by combining ArcGIS tutorials
and self-study exercises that start with the basics and
progress to more difficult functionality. Presented in a
step-by-step format, the book can be adapted to a
reader's specific training needs, from a classroom of
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graduate students to individaul study. Readers learn
to use a range of GIS functionality from creating maps
and collecting data to using geoprocessing tools and
models for advanced analysis. the authors have
incorporated three proven learning methods: scripted
exercises that use detailed step-by-step insturctions
and result graphics, Your Turn exercises that require
users to perform tasks without steo-by-step
instructions, and exercise assignements that pose
real-world problem scenarios. A fully functioning,
180-day trial version of ArcView 9.2 software, data for
working through the tutorials, and Web-based teacher
resources are also included.

Geography For Dummies
Learn the basics of Geographic Information Systems
by solving real-world problems with powerful open
source tools About This Book This easy-to-follow guide
allows you to manage and analyze geographic data
with ease using open source tools Publish your
geographical data online Learn the basics of
geoinformatics in a practical way by solving problems
Who This Book Is For The book is for IT professionals
who have little or no knowledge of GIS. It's also useful
for those who are new to the GIS field who don't want
to spend a lot of money buying licenses of
commercial tools and training. What You Will Learn
Collect GIS data for your needs Store the data in a
PostGIS database Exploit the data using the power of
the GIS queries Analyze the data with basic and more
advanced GIS tools Publish your data and share it
with others Build a web map with your published data
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In Detail The most commonly used GIS tools automate
tasks that were historically done manually—compiling
new maps by overlaying one on top of the other or
physically cutting maps into pieces representing
specific study areas, changing their projection, and
getting meaningful results from the various layers by
applying mathematical functions and operations. This
book is an easy-to-follow guide to use the most
matured open source GIS tools for these tasks. We'll
start by setting up the environment for the tools we
use in the book. Then you will learn how to work with
QGIS in order to generate useful spatial data. You will
get to know the basics of queries, data management,
and geoprocessing. After that, you will start to
practice your knowledge on real-world examples. We
will solve various types of geospatial analyses with
various methods. We will start with basic GIS
problems by imitating the work of an enthusiastic real
estate agent, and continue with more advanced, but
typical tasks by solving a decision problem. Finally,
you will find out how to publish your data (and
results) on the web. We will publish our data with
QGIS Server and GeoServer, and create a basic web
map with the API of the lightweight Leaflet web
mapping library. Style and approach The book guides
you step by step through each of the core concepts of
the GIS toolkit, building an overall picture of its
capabilities. This guide approaches the topic
systematically, allowing you to build upon what you
learned in previous chapters. By the end of this book,
you'll have an understanding of the aspects of
building a GIS system and will be able to take that
knowledge with you to whatever project calls for it.
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GIS Fundamentals
Geographic information systems (GIS) use a complex
mix of cartography, statistical analysis, and database
technology to provide everything from web-based
interfaces, such as Bing Maps and Google Maps, to
tracking applications for delivery services. With GIS,
author Peter Shaw guides you through it all, starting
with a detailed examination of the data and processes
that constitute the internals of a GIS. He surveys a
selection of commercial and open-source software
packages, detailing the strengths and weaknesses of
each so you can choose one that suits your own GIS
development. Shaw even provides instructions for
setting up a spatially enabled database and creating a
complete .NET GIS application. Complete with
downloadable code samples, GIS is the one resource
you need to map your world. This updated and
expanded second edition of Book provides a userfriendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear
structural framework, it guides the reader through the
subject's core elements. A flowing writing style
combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams
throughout the text to ensure the reader understands
even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all
those interested in the subject . We hope you find this
book useful in shaping your future career & Business.

The GIS 20
Introduction toGeographic Information Systems, 9th
edition is designed to provide students in a first
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orsecond GIS course with a solid foundation in both
GIS concepts and the use ofGIS. Introduction to GIS
strikes a careful balance between GIS concepts
andhands-on applications. The main portion of the
chapter presents GIS terms andconcepts and helps
students learn how each one fits into a complete GIS
system.At the end of each chapter, an application
section with 2-7 tasks presentsstudents with actual
GIS exercises and the necessary data to solve the
problem.

GIS For Dummies
Convenções, capacidades e técnicas da modelagem
cartográfica e Sistemas de Informação Geográfica.

A Practical Guide to Geostatistical
Mapping
The GPS Signal - Biases and Solutions - The
Framework - Receivers and Methods - Coordinates Planning a Survey - Observing - Postprocessing - RTK
and DGPS.

GPS for Land Surveyors, Third Edition
The publication is an easy-to-understand publication
that emphasizes the fundamental skills and processes
associated with geographic information systems (GIS)
and remote sensing. The first chapter initially puts the
array of spatially related problems into perspective
and discusses the earlier applications of GIS and
remote sensing. Chapters, 2, 3 and 4 outline what are
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considered to be the basics on which GIS can
function, i.e. hardware and software; spatial data; and
how GIS systems themselves are best implemented.
Chapter 5 looks at preparing the data for GIS use and
Chapter 6 explores what remote sensing consists of
and the main purposes for its use. Chapter 7
discusses the functional tools and techniques offered
by typical GIS software packages. Chapters 8, 9 and
10 examine respectively, the current issues and
status, including extensive case studies, of the
application of GIS and remote sensing to aquaculture,
to inland fisheries and to marine fisheries.

Geographic Information Systems and
Cartographic Modeling
Discovering GIS and ArcGIS
This book offers a balance of principles, concepts, and
techniques to guide readers toward an understanding
of how the World Wide Web can expand and
modernize the way you use GIS technology.--[book
cover]

Advances in Geographic Information
Systems and Remote Sensing for
Fisheries and Aquaculture
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool
technology that has been called “geography on
steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your
neighborhood or tells you where the nearest
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McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about
mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to
locate geographic features and analyze patterns such
as streets and waterways, and how to generate travel
directions, customer location lists, and much more
with GIS. Whether you’re in charge of creating GIS
applications for your business or you simply love
maps, you’ll find GIS For Dummies is packed with
information. For example, you can: Learn all the
hardware and software necessary to collect, analyze,
and manipulate GIS data Explore the difference
between 2D and 3D maps, create a map, or manage
multiple maps Analyze patterns that appear in maps
and interpret the results Measure distance in
absolute, comparative, and functional ways Recognize
how spatial factors relate to geographic data Discover
how GIS is used in business, the military, city
planning, emergency services, land management, and
more Find out how GIS can help you find out where
flooding may occur Determine what your organization
needs, do appropriate analyses, and actually plan and
design a GIS system You’ll find dozens of applications
for GIS queries and analyses, and even learn to create
animated GIS output. Whether your goal is to
implement a GIS or just have fun, GIS For Dummies
will get you there! Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.

GIS Cartography
GIS Tutorial 1 incorporates proven teaching methods
into introductory exercises that help readers learn
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ArcGIS(R) for Desktop software skills.

Fundamentals of Structural Dynamics
Learn the core concepts of geospatial data analysis
for building actionable and insightful GIS applications
Key Features Create GIS solutions using the new
features introduced in Python 3.7 Explore a range of
GIS tools and libraries such as PostGIS, QGIS, and
PROJ Learn to automate geospatial analysis workflows
using Python and Jupyter Book Description Geospatial
analysis is used in almost every domain you can think
of, including defense, farming, and even medicine.
With this systematic guide, you'll get started with
geographic information system (GIS) and remote
sensing analysis using the latest features in Python.
This book will take you through GIS techniques,
geodatabases, geospatial raster data, and much more
using the latest built-in tools and libraries in Python
3.7. You'll learn everything you need to know about
using software packages or APIs and generic
algorithms that can be used for different situations.
Furthermore, you'll learn how to apply simple Python
GIS geospatial processes to a variety of problems, and
work with remote sensing data. By the end of the
book, you'll be able to build a generic corporate
system, which can be implemented in any
organization to manage customer support requests
and field support personnel. What you will learn
Automate geospatial analysis workflows using Python
Code the simplest possible GIS in just 60 lines of
Python Create thematic maps with Python tools such
as PyShp, OGR, and the Python Imaging Library
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Understand the different formats that geospatial data
comes in Produce elevation contours using Python
tools Create flood inundation models Apply geospatial
analysis to real-time data tracking and storm chasing
Who this book is for This book is for Python
developers, researchers, or analysts who want to
perform geospatial modeling and GIS analysis with
Python. Basic knowledge of digital mapping and
analysis using Python or other scripting languages will
be helpful.

Geographic Information Systems and
Science
Geographic information systems (GIS) have become
increasingly important in helping us understand
complex social, economic, and natural dynamics
where spatial components play a key role. The critical
algorithms used in GIS, however, are notoriously
difficult to both teach and understand, in part due to
the lack of a coherent representation. GIS Algorithms
attempts to address this problem by combining
rigorous formal language with example case studies
and student exercises. Using Python code throughout,
Xiao breaks the subject down into three fundamental
areas: Geometric Algorithms Spatial Indexing Spatial
Analysis and Modelling With its comprehensive
coverage of the many algorithms involved, GIS
Algorithms is a key new textbook in this complex and
critical area of geography.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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Getting to Know Web GIS, fourth edition, features howto's for the latest advances in Esri's entire Web GIS
platform, with no previous programming experience
required.

INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
Geospatial technologies in general – and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) in particular – are
becoming increasingly important in our society. GIS
technology is used to identify the optimal routes for
emergency vehicles, to determine the best locations
for various businesses, schools, and facilities, to
monitor the growth and expansion of urban areas as a
way to manage natural resources, and much more.
Principles of Geographic Information Systems by John
Jensen and Ryan Jensen is an ideal introduction for
those who know very little about geographic
information systems and spatial analysis. Relatively
complex GIS principles are introduced in basic terms,
often using graphics to communicate principles rather
than complex mathematical equations. Content is not
geared toward any single commercial GIS software
program, and the book's timely, practical examples
and extensive visual format appeal to today's
students. This text can be used at the undergraduate
or graduate level in one or two semester courses in
Introductory and Intermediate GIS, yet can also be
useful for professionals looking to increase their
knowledge in this subject area. Note: If you are
purchasing the standalone text or electronic version,
mygeoscienceplace does not come automatically
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packaged with the text. To purchase
mygeoscienceplace, please visit
www.mygeoscienceplace.com.

Fundamentals of Geographic Information
Systems
Developments in technologies have evolved in a
much wider use of technology throughout science,
government, and business; resulting in the expansion
of geographic information systems. GIS is the
academic study and practice of presenting
geographical data through a system designed to
capture, store, analyze, and manage geographic
information. Geographic Information Systems:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a
collection of knowledge on the latest advancements
and research of geographic information systems. This
book aims to be useful for academics and
practitioners involved in geographical data.

Fundamentals of Probability: A First
Course
A quick start to learning the basics of visualization
and mapmaking skills in ArcGIS(R) Desktop 10.6.

Dictionary of Computer and Internet
Terms
Probability theory is one branch of mathematics that
is simultaneously deep and immediately applicable in
diverse areas of human endeavor. It is as
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fundamental as calculus. Calculus explains the
external world, and probability theory helps predict a
lot of it. In addition, problems in probability theory
have an innate appeal, and the answers are often
structured and strikingly beautiful. A solid background
in probability theory and probability models will
become increasingly more useful in the twenty-?rst
century, as dif?cult new problems emerge, that will
require more sophisticated models and analysis.
Thisisa text onthe fundamentalsof
thetheoryofprobabilityat anundergraduate or ?rst-year
graduate level for students in science,
engineering,and economics. The only mathematical
background required is knowledge of univariate and
multiva- ate calculus and basic linear algebra. The
book covers all of the standard topics in basic
probability, such as combinatorial probability, discrete
and continuous distributions, moment generating
functions, fundamental probability inequalities, the
central limit theorem, and joint and conditional
distributions of discrete and continuous random
variables. But it also has some unique features and a
forwa- looking feel.

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis:
Geographic patterns & relationships
Bradley Shellito’s new textbook uses hands-on
experience to introduce both the “how” and “why” of
geographic information systems. Students learn to
combine an understanding of basic GIS concepts with
practical ArcGIS skills, following step-by-step
instructions to accomplish a wide range of real-world
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tasks and applications while always keeping sight on
the conceptual basis and practical impact of what
they are doing. Discovering GIS and ArcGIS is
appropriate for introductory GIS courses, or advanced
or applied GIS courses. Instructors will find the
coverage they need for a single intro-level course, a
single advanced or applied course, or a two-course
sequence.

ISE Introduction to Geographic
Information Systems
Provides a collection of more than 1800 GIS terms
and illustrations.

Gis Tutorial 1
'Seeing the Forest and the Trees' examines changes
in land cover & land use in forested regions as major
contributors to global environmental change.

Getting to Know Web GIS
In the five years since the publication of the first
edition of A Guide to Effective Map Design,
cartography and software have become further
intertwined. However, the initial motivation for
publishing the first edition is still valid: many GISers
enter the field without so much as one hour of design
instruction in their formal education. Yet they are
then tasked with creating one the most effective,
easily recognized communication tools: a map. See
What’s New in the Second Edition Projection theory
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Hexagonal binning Big Data point density maps Scale
dependent map design 3D building modeling Digital
cartography and its best practices Updated graphics
and references Study questions and lab exercises at
the end of each chapter In this second edition of a
bestseller, author Gretchen Peterson takes a "don’t
let the technology get in the way" approach to the
presentation, focusing on the elements of good
design, what makes a good map, and how to get
there, rather than specific software tools. She
provides a reference that you can thumb through
time and again as you create your maps. Copiously
illustrated, the second edition explores novel
concepts that kick-start your pursuit of map-making
excellence. The book doesn’t just teach you how to
design and create maps, it teaches you how to design
and create better maps.

GIS Tutorial
This volume is a comprehensive guide to the use of
geographic information systems (GIS) for the spatial
analysis of supply and demand for energy in the
global and local scale. It gathers the latest research
and techniques in GIS for spatial and temporal
analysis of energy systems, mapping of energy from
fossil fuels, optimization of renewable energy sources,
optimized deployment of existing power sources, and
assessment of environmental impact of all of the
above. Author Lubos Matejicek covers GIS for
assessment a wide variety of energy sources,
including fossil fuels, hydropower, wind power, solar
energy, biomass energy, and nuclear power as well as
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the use of batteries and accumulators. The author
also utilizes case studies to illustrate advanced
techniques such as multicriteria analysis,
environmental modeling for prediction of energy
consumption, and the use of mobile computing and
multimedia tools.

Geographic Databases and Information
Systems
Geography is more than just trivia, it can help you
understand why we import or export certain products,
predict climate change, and even show you where to
place fire and police stations when planning a city. If
you’re curious about the world and want to know
more about this fascinating place, Geography For
Dummies is a great place to start. Whether you’re
sixteen or sixty, this fun and easy guide will help you
make more sense of the world you live in. Geography
For Dummies gives you the tools to interpret the
Earth’s grid, read and interpret maps, and to
appreciate the importance and implications of
geographical features such as volcanoes and fault
lines. Plus, you’ll see how erosion and weathering
have and will change the earth’s surface and how it
impacts people. You’ll get a firm hold of everything
from the physical features of the world to political
divisions, population, culture, and economics. You’ll
also discover: How you can have a rainforest on one
side of a mountain range and a desert on the other
How ocean currents help to determine the geography
of climates How to choose a good location for a
shopping mall How you can properly put the plant to
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good use in everything you do How climate affects
humans and how humans have affected the climate
How human population has spread and the impact it
has had on our world If you’re mixed up by map
symbols or mystified by Mercator projections
Geography For Dummies can help you find your
bearings. Filled with key insights, easy-to-read maps,
and cool facts, this book will expand your
understanding of geography and today’s world.

Getting Started with Geographic
Information Systems
How to conduct accurate analysis using powerful GIS
software tools.
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